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Monday, November 2, 1970 i?,;

EDITORIAL • • •
It is rather pathetic to consider the standards of student
government here at Jacksonville State University. When a
realistic student objectively analyzes the situation in which
he finds himself governed, he finds that he is not. What
organized body of student government has achieved any
substantial degree of change to benefit the whole of the
student body? Easily answered, there have been none. Unlike other universities, Jacksonville students are without
voice and without autonomy. Now, this editor does not advocate a student take over all university facets, but this
editor does advocate that the students of the university
discontinue their foolish election of SGA officers and the
class officers. This editor venture s the thought that the university would never be able to distinguish whether these
frivolous forms of student expression were functioning
or not.
Perhaps this editor is a bit "cut and dried" in his outlook on student government. But it sort of stands to reason
that unless there is power within the student governments,
then they are serving absolutely no purpose. An excel lent example of the "necessity" of the Student Govern ment Association rests in the fact that the SGA has operated for half a semester without any sort of Judicial Branch.

I

Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor.
Does anyone care about
our art department? Does
anyone know where , it's
located? It is located on
the bank of a sea of MUD
during rainy days. Other
days, walk across the crusty mud cakes in the back
of Mason Hall. The front to
Mason can be used but we
know the feelings of the
nice, clean, dainty homemakers toward the future
Michelangelos. This area
is such an eye - sore.
To my belief, this situation lies in the attitude toward our art department.
Why is the art department crammed into ap proximately one - fourth of
the •basement of Mason
Hall. Would Picasso or
Leonardo da Vinci be
able to produce masterpieces
in a
small,
overcrowded room, elbow
to elbow with no windows
for natural light and insufficient electrical lighting, very little ventilation,

II

or water fountains, and no
rest rooms?
Can this truly be a university with so many unde rd eve loped depart ments.
What's going to
happen to the other half of
Mason Hall, the former
business
administration
department. With all due
consideration, the art department should get the
new space.
Many
of our finer
schools have beautiful fine
arts buildings to house
art (JSU - - a hole in the
wall).
Why
is
there
so little emphasis placed
on the arts at JSU? How
many of my fellow stu dents are educated enough
to appreciate a fine painting, a symphony, or even
the Jacksonville Community Concerts?
We have many remains of
past fine arts, so why not
insure
noteworthy re mains of our times, prefer ably from JSU. '
Leroy Williams
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The Judicial Branch, according to one of the formers of the
SGA Constitution, was a major reform in the new Con stitution passed last spring by the student body. The Judicial Branch was finalized just in the past week.
To look at the class governments, one can see that
their purpose thus far this semester has been that of selecting each other as a ''beauty" or a "favorite."
Prior to this edition,this editor has set a policy of
not reporting SGA
news for one pitiful reason: the
CHANTICL:EER,
as a publication of the university, has
rarely criticized existing institutions on campus. Thus,
to report what takes place at the SGA meetings would be a
severe crit~cism to that hallowed body. Unfortunately, the
situation has become so bad in terms of pettiness and non responsiveness that the CHANTICLEER feels it would be
doing an injustice to the students if it continued its policy
of
reluctance.
Perhaps the only remedy for the demented condition
of the governments is for the student body leaders to offer
their resignation to the university immediately, with the
recommendation that all student governments be abolished
until a time that the students have real power with wh,ich
to benefit the university.

On Other Campuses

HOFSTRA
HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY, Hempstead, N. Y.-Students may now elect a
pass/fail grade option for
up to 30 credits of non required courses, in accordance with a ruling
passed by the faculty. The
new option gives students
until the end of each semester to select the courses they wish · to take on a
pass/fail basis.
Pre viously, notification was
required by the registrar at
the middle of each semester.

NORTHERN _ILLINOIS
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
UN IVER SiT Y, DeKalb,
Ill. - - "I'm doing it as
a
joke,"
said Larry
Bloom, student associate
senator and nominee for
homecoming queen.
"I believe that the majority of people do not consider homecoming all that
serious. I think a lot of
people will enjoy this."
Bloom is backed in his bid
for queen by Every Woman, a local women's
liberation group.
Commenting on the possible success of his escapade,
Bloom said he
believes
it would "look
groovy'' to walk down the
aisle at the homecoming
dance with his bouquet of
roses, in one hand and his
gold scepter in the other
hand. He said, however, he
strongly objects to the

stipulation that he would
have to wear a cocktail
dress.

SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
UNIVERSITY, Brockings,
s. D. - - "It's about time.
At least there will be
something to do on Sundays." So spoke one stu dent when he learned that
3.2 beer could now be
sold in Brookings.
The
city commission took action last week passing
amendment allowing local taverns
to be open
from 1 p.m. until midnight
on Sundays.

an.

ALABAMA
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, University, Ala.-An anti - war entry on
Bama's homecoming parade initiated activities
of the Student Mobilization Committee of the Cap stone in conjunction with
national demonstrations.
Also a peace rally was
held on campus Saturday
afternoon.

From the University of
Alabama's
Crimson and
White:
The Greek system has
come under
attack re -:.
cently on campuses across
the nation. Some say that
the fraternity system is a
remnant of the pre -4
Civil War Era. Others say
it relishes in senseless
ceremonies and attempts
to sterotype the individual,*
In reality,
fraternity
systems exist all over the
world and although the~.~.
don't have pledge swaps'
or ice water teas, they bear
a striking resemblance to
the American
"Greek'~
system.
Their object is
to give members lasting
bonds of friendship and to
help the individuals be
come more useful mem hers of the community.
T,!k_e the Masai tribe
Kenya, East Africa, for
example. They have "beer
busts" to outdo any on
our campus. They brew'
their own beer and dance
until sunrise. (There's
no cur f e w for anyon~
there.)

AUBURN

They are perhaps the
largest
pledges in th
world, however . . . they
do not have to run to the

AU BU RN
UNIVER SITY, Auburn,
Ala. -Auburn had its first male
contender for the Miss
Homecoming
title last
week, Dick "Tube" Chambliss. He waged a "writein" campaign, but was defeated.

store for an "active" or
go to late sessions to
do push - ups.
Instead
they sit around in th
shade, drinking curdle
cow's
blood and talkin1
with their pledge broth•
ers."
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AEA Calla For Ttu

Voters To Determine State's Educational Level
(Editor's note: Due to
, the large number of education majors in the university, the following story
could have a direct effect
on the future of the many
would - be teachers in the
stated.)
Teachers and educators
of the Jacksonville, Alabama Education Association met in conjunction with
the Jacksonville Class - ·
room Teachers Association on Wednesday, Oct. 21.
The educators adopted a
strongly worded resolution calling upon the voters
of the area to approve the
proposed Income Tax
Amendment which will ap-_

Each year Jackson ville State University has
the privilege of submitting a nomination to the
Danforth Foundation for a
graduate scholarship. The
nomination by Jackson ville does not within itself mean that the nominee
· will receive a scholar ship but it does mean that
the university considers .
that person
outstanding
and that the
nomination
will be considered throughout the United States. The
department heads submit nominations to the
chairman of the local Danforth Foundation N ominating Committee who then
screens the nominations
and selects nominees to
represent JSU.
This year JSU has nominated Linda Rice for a
Danforth Foundation Scholarship. Linda is a home
economics major and has
p a r ti c i p a t ed in many
campus activities. She is
a member of Alpha Eta
Epsilon, and is a state officer of the American Home
' Economics
Association.
Last summer she worked
as a counselor in a Baptist Summer Program for
the disadvantaged. She is
serving
as BSU pres ident for this year and
has. been a aorm1tory
counselor.
Linda is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. JohnR.Rice,
Route 1, Box 365, Piedmont, Alabama.

O.K. Win

C.P~ Drive
Omega Kappa Fraternity received the first
place trophy for giving
the
most money in the
Cerebral
Palsy drive.
The OK's
turned in
$285, which is the largest
amount ever before turned
in by any organization for
any type of drive on this
campus.

pear on the Nov. 3 general
election ballot.
According to Mr. Douglas Ghee, president of the
Jacksonville AEA, education is at the crossroads
as far as public support is
concerned. Increasing
challenges and opportunities make it imperative
that additional revenue be
provided to meet- those
increasing needs.
Ghee, an
11th grade
English teacher at Jacksonville High School, pointed out that enrollment in
Alabama's institutions of
higher learning is expected
to reach or exceed 100, 000 students this fall. Many

public schools are overcrowded and have an in adequate number of textbooks and teacher - pupil
ratio; have exceeded reasonable numbers. In short,
our public school system is
in desperate need of reve nue to alleviate these conditions at the elementary,
secondary, and post - secondary levels.
In the resolution which
was unanimously adopted
by both local associations,
praise was given the 1969
Special Session of
the
Alabama Legislature for
taking the initiative in the
critical
area of school
financing. If the citizens

of Alabama approve the
Income Tax Amendment,
it will provde from $20 to
$26 million dollars in new
money for public education
in Alabama.
Mrs. Eloise Rice, president of the Classroom
Te ache rs
Assodation,
pointed out that now is
the time to stop com plaining about the educational situation in Alabama.
Last year Ala bama ranked 50th in the nation in expenditure per pupil. With the passing of the
proposed amendment, this
situation would be alleviated.
An important factor to
consider was stated by
Mrs. Audrey Lindblom,
chairman of the Political

Action Committee of AEA.
This amendment
would
raise the top bracket on the
individual income tax from
five percent to seven percent on net taxable in - •
come, and increase the rate
for all taxable corporate
income from five to seven
percent. She gave the example that the amendment
would affect only those individuals with taxable incomes of more -than $5,000
(not the gross income), and
this tax would be raised
only two percent on taxable income in excess of
$5,000 above the present
rate.
This
amendment
would affect an estimated
one out of ten Alabama citizens who file state income
tax ;:.eturns r

Middk East To Be Topic

Of Stat,e Dept. Speaker
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Patterson Hall is selling stationery imprinted
with a red Gamecock, the
school motto, "the
Friendliest Campus in the
South."
The price per
box is $1.50.
Interested
persons should
contact
Jim Payne (112, Patterson), Chris Carroll (125,
Patterson) or any resident
of P-;uterson Hall.

Announcement
Those seniors who have
not ordered invitations
should cont act Amelia
Turner at 435-4747,
or
come by Curtiss dorm by
the first week of November.
There will be a Junior
Class
meeting Tuesday
night, Nov. 3, at 7:30 in
room 203 BG. A homecoming candidate will be
selected and plans
for
homecoming will be made.
The American
Chemical Society will
meet
Thursday evening, Nov. 19,
in 121 Martin Hall at 7:30.
The ACS will have a featured speaker for the
meeting. He is Mr. William Ware, head chemist

for Republic Steel Cor poration in Gadsden. Everyone is invited to attend.
Refreshments
will
be
served after the meeting.
Class rings will be on
sale in the office of the
SGA Treasurer every Friday from 12:30 until 4 p.m.
The fund - raising com mittee of the Freshman
Class will meet Wednesday, Nov. 4, at 7:30 p.m.
The meeting will be held at
Holiday Apartments, Section 705, apartment five.
Anyone interested
i_n
working on the senior
homecoming float, or any'one who has any ideas for
the float should call Cotton
"oeMarcus or Bill Mc
. Cargo at 435-47 47.

Mr. Stephen Boyd, a 36
year old attorney from the
Department of State in
Washington, will be visiting
the International House and
Jacksonville
State University on Nov. 4 and 5.
On Nov. 4, Mr. Boyd will be
the guest speaker at the International House Pro · gram Dinner Forum. On
Thursday, Nov. 5,Mr. Boyd
will speak to the students
of selected history and political science classes and
other interested students
in the Student Commons
Auditorium, 11 a.m. The
general topic of Mr. Boyd's
p r e s e n t a tions will be
"America's Foreign Policy in the Middle East."
Mr. Boyd's current job
in the Department of State
involves such matters related to Arab - Israeli

Judges Named
Article IV on the newly
adopted Constitution has
provided for the establishment of a Judicial Branch
of Government. President
Salter has appointed the
members of the lower Judicial Courts and is selecting members for the upper councils. The members of the Men's Judicial
Court are: Douglas Bishop, Don Lewis,
Byron
Bryant, Steve Callaway,
and Joe Stahlkerppe. The
members of the Women's
Judicial Court are: Joy
Morrison, Ethelyn Murphee, Nancy Goodwin, Dianne Dill,- and Suzanne
Boles.
The powers of these
courts are original in matters referred to it by SGA
members and university
officials.
It
also has
appelate
jurisdiction on
dormitory rule infrac tions.

settlement efforts.
On Thursday, Nov. 5, at
12:30 p.m., there will be
a public relations press
luncheon at the International House. This will be
an invitational affair.
Mr. Boyd's visit to the
Jax State campus is being
sponsored by the International House Program.

Marines To Land
Nov. 12 and 13
Nov. 12 and 13
will
mark the campus visit of
the Marine Corps officer ·
selection team headed by
First Lt. R. A. Holt. The
team will talk to college
men about the officer ~raining programs offered by
the Marines.
Freshmen, . sophomores
and juniors in good academic standing are eligible for the platoon leaders class held at Quantico, Va., during the summer. Upon graduation from
college, they are commissioned second lieutenants
and ordered to air or
ground training.
Seniors and recent graduates are eligible for the
officer candidate pro gram, which is a direct assignment from civilian life
to a ten week course as an
officer candidate.
Each
may choose to train for
either a ground or aviation
commission.
Newly commissioned
aviation officers
com mence flight
training at
Pensacola,
Fla.,
while
those commissioned in the
ground components report
to Quantico for duty.
Junior and senior women are eligible to apply
for the women officer candidate course. These can- •
didates undergo 10 weeks
of training at Quantico the
summer after enrollment . •

.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
by David Royal, CHANTICLEER Features Editor

Actual Power?
In an attempt to de fine the actual powers of
the Student
Government
Association in determining and developing school
policy, the Chanticleer held
an interview with
SGA
vice
president, Charlie
Waldrep. Wald.rep; s selection was made in lieu of his
recent meeting with the
Board of Trustees to present the results of a student poll onthe issues of
compuisory ROTC, theoption of buying a 5 .- day or
7 - day meal ticket, _ari..Q a
raise in the Activity Fee ·
of $6 .
CH ANTIC LEER: ·W hat
do you feel is the purpose
of the Student Govern ment Association on the
modern university campus?
Waldrep: "Primarily, it
should be an effective in strument of communica tion between the students
and the administration. It
should also enact as many
policies as it can that the
students are in favor of."
CHANTICLEER: Speci fically, wh~t are the powers of the SGA ?
Waldrep: The SGA has

the power to license and
control private conce rns
who desire to sell
on
campus . We are given a
certain amount of money
by the school with which
we provide the majority of
the entertainment for the
students. We also have a
judicial
system
which
includes an appeals court
and a traffic court."
CHANTICLEER: Of the
policies that the SGA has
tried to enact so far this
year, what has been the
percentage of failure ?
Waldrep:
"So far, we
have had no failures. However, the three important
measures that are now
pending might change this
record."
CHANTICLEER:
How
do you feel our SGA might
compare in effectiveness
with
the other college
SGA's of which you have
knowledge ?
Waldrep: "Very poorly.
The outcome of our recent
presentation to the Board of
Trustees (concerning compulsory
ROTC, five or
seven day meal tickets, and
a raise in the activity fee )
will show to a large de -

The Money Game
gree how powerful
our
student
government will
be in the future. We can
only be as
effective as
the administration and the
Board of Trustees
al lows us to be."
CHANTICLEER: Speaking of that meeting with the
Board
of Trustees, how
did they react to your presentation?
Waldrep: " The Board of
Trustees felt that all of
the
issues
I presented
were
toci important
to
make an immediate decision on. They gave no indication as to when they
might reach a decision."
CHANTICLEER:
How
long do you feel that students should wait for their
decision
before taking
further actions?
Waldrep: "I think that
one
month
should
be
enough time for the board
members to consider the
proposals.''
CHANTICLEER:
Do
you
feel that anything
should be added to this
interview?
Waldrep:
" Yes, you' d
better print what I say or
I'll wring your neck."

Student Government .. . A Faculty View
The Chanticleer felt the
readers would be interested in a view of the student
government from a faculty
observer. Dr. Jackson W.
Selman has been associated with the SGA for several
years .. and. jn his inter view,
gave the Chanti cleer -an - in depth look at
student power from a different, non - student, an gle. Dr. Selman's views
are based on experience, as
one can
ascertain from
his qualifications .
-.
.
CHANTICLEER: Dr.
Selman, what is the function
of the SGA?
Dr. Selman: As I see it,
the function of the SGA is to
represent the interests of
the students at Jackson ville, to assume responsi bility for student entertainment at the university and
perform other useful ser vices, to represent the students . to the administration, and to serve as a channel of communication be tween the student body and
the administration.
CHANTICLEER:
What
function should it serve in
your opinion?
Dr. Selman: Those functions noted above.
CH ANT IC LEER: How
much influence do you feel
that the students should

.

have, through the SGA, in
curriculum changes ?
Dr. Selman:
The SGA
should feel 1 free, either a s
the result of general dis cussion, or the acceptance.
of reports made by spe cial
committees
ap pointed by the SGA,
to
make any _ recommenda tions it may wish to con cerning the curriculum .
Th e
r e commend a tions
would then be referred
to the faculty council for
further consideration as in
the case of any other such
recommendations.
De cisions by this body are
ultimately passed on to the
administration.
_
CHANTICLEER:
As a
former adviser, what would
you say are the biggest advantages in having a student government ?
Dr. Selman: It pro vides a means of bringing
together student representatives of the larger student body who can focus attention upon student pro blems, offer constructive
solutiop.s to many of these
problems,
and perform
useful services for the students and the school. It
also provides a desirable channel of communication with the administration.
CHANTICLEER:
Are

there any drawbaclcs in
having a student govern ment ?
Dr.
Selman: There
should be none. On the
contrary, a properly functioning SGA which seeks to
promote the best interests
of the students and school
alike is in my opinion a
distinct as-set to the uni versity.
CHANTICLEER: During
your tenure as adviser,
did the SGA ever have
communication with
the
ad ministration
on
any
matters?
If
so, what
type of matters, and who
usually went on these occasions ?
Dr. Selman: During the
five-years I was SGA adviser, I went on various
occasions with each president of the SGA (sometimes accompanied by the
vice president and other
SGA officers and sena tors) to see Dr. Cole . The
purposes of such visits usually concerned SGA fi nan ce s, entertainment,
speakers, etc., and sometimes other things.
CHANTICLEER:
When
you went along to visit the
administration , how were
you received ?
Dr. Selman:
The SGA
(See SELMAN, Page 7)

Money - - the root of
all evil.
To astound the
procensorist advocates of
the Chanticleer, The Features Department deGided to jump on what
is
considered to be the root
of all evil - - MONEY. To
do the subject justice, the
Chanticleer selected Vince
Santoro, treasurer of the
SGA.
Vince is a senior
from Orlando, Fla., andhasserved in his present capacity since the election held
last spring.
Q:
" How much money
does the SGA have?"
A:
"$12,428.36.
We
have
$5,487.61
in
our
checking account, $4,883 . 41
in our savings account, and
$2,057 .28 left from
the
$12,500 school appropriation.
Q:
"What
procedure
does the SGA have to go
through to get money?"
A: " We requisition money through the school. I
have requisition slips, just
like all of the other departments of the school,
and I fill them out and turn
them into Mrs. Haywood
and they send out a purchase order for them . Then
when we receive the goods
and invoice, and I'm ready
for it, I send it back to
Mrs. Haywood and then it's
paid for. It takes only a
day and possibly two to get
a check written for a dance
band or small items. We
haven't had any trouble with
that anymore. The whole.
process for a larger transaction can take perhaps a
week, but anything we need
immediately can be taken
care of in just two days."
Q:
"Where
does the

money come from?''
A:
"All the
money
comes from either
the
$12,500 the school gives
us or it comes from the
Allied Arts sale. We had
some from the juke boxes,
some from the ticket sales
at the doors, and a little
from interest from our
savings account. Next semester we may get an additional two to four thousand dollars from
the
school ; but I haven't gotten it yet, so I'm really
not sure of how much it'll
be."
Q:
"Where does the
money go?''
A:
"It's almost en tirely on entertainment.
We spend it on juke boxes, we bought shakers and
Rat hats this year, refrigerators,
dues, posters,
we're paying for homecoming,
SCOAG
which
will have Pat Paulson, who
will really cost."
Q:
"Can anybody see _
the financial records?"
. A:
"Anybody's wel come to come in and check
our records."
Q:
"Does the
SGA
have any restrictions on
spending money?"
A:
''Not as far as I
know. But we are audited. When our requisition
goes through the school,
they have to send it on
through and if they didn't
want it spent, I imagine
that they would say something."
Q: "What expense do
you anticipate?"
A:
"We have the refrigerators to be paid for,
the other three entertainment groups, and SCOAG,"

Senate Marked By Apathy
While admitting that the
Student Government As sociation is a
precarious organization and will
continue to be one until it
has sufficient funds and
powers to act independently
in representing its
constituency - - the stu dents; the Chanticleer presents an analysis of the
present Senate, and the use
of its few existing powers.
Using even
minimum
standards, the present Senate fails to rate very highly in terms of effectiveness. The present Senate
has caused SGA President
Glenn Salter to remark
"Most of my help come~
from outside the Senate."
He elaborated that many
of the student
senators
claim that they are too busy

to assist the officers in fulfilling the obligations of
the SGA. This forces him
to use people who are willing to work, but who are
just not popular enough to
get elected.
Article III, Section 6 of
the newly adopted con stitution
requires members of the Senate to attend the SGA
meetings
or to send a proxy. This
section fails to mention the
possibility
of
senators
leaving the meeting early.
This situation has grown
to such a proportion that the
Senate has been forced to
adopt a resolution re quiring the senators leaving the meeting early have
a proxy present to fill the
created vacancy.
(See AP A THY, Page 6)
., \....
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A Discussion With The PresidentsDowning
Chanticleer interviewed
Tom Downing, senior class
president, for his views on
class government. Tom, a
marketing major from Anniston, is president of the
lnterfaternity Council.
Chanticleer: How often
does the senior class meet?
Downing: We've had two
meetings this year.
In
both meetings we've ac complished as much business as we had hoped to
do. We've had about five
officer meetings.
Chanticleer: How many
people do you have in the
class?
Downing: I don't know
what the e x act figures
would be . . . I think we
probably have about 600 or
700.
Chanticleer: How does
attendance
at meetings
run?
Downing:
At the first
meeting we had about 60
people, and that's real good
for a class meeting.
Chanticleer: What pur pose do you think class
government serves?
Downing: I think the reason you have a class government is so the class can
be represented and mainly
it's important for the senior class because of invitations and job interviews. I _
think class government is-important as far as rep resenting the_ senior class
in the student govern ment and carrying on the
class work. A lot of the
class work seems real trivial and unimportant but
someone has to do it and
that's why I think
the
class officers are important
as far as getting it
done and handling class
meetings. A lot of times
class officers get elected
and they don't really function as a class. Theyhave
the title and that's all they
have. This happens sometimes. It just depends on
the type of people elected
and whether they're going
to work or not. Most of the
class work is involved in
homecoming and be for e
homecoming.
Chanticleer: W h at power does the class have in
student government affairs?
Downing: Really not that
much power - - not much
more than any representative in the student govern ment. Now the only class
officers that are rep resented on your SGA are
your president and your
senators. They have equal
power as far as the student
government goes.
Ch ant icleer: Through
whom do you have to work.
for approval of projects
for the senior class?
Downing:
The senior
class as a whole would
vote on a project, and then
it depends on the project

as to what
channels it
would go through. There is
no screening committee
as
such now to approve
anything that the senior
class decides to do, that
I know of.
Chanticleer: How much
power do you believe the
class should have?
Downing: I don't think
a significant number of
people in one class would
try to emphasize changing
of something like that. I
think it would come from
the student body as a whole
and not from just a certain class.

Lee
The Chanticleer interviewed
Danny Lee, the
acting Junior Class president, for his . opinions
on matters concerning the
Junior Class.
Question: What is your
opinion
of
the
Junior
Class?
Answer:
The
Junior
Class is not participating
in the class
organiza tion. Out of the over 1400
members, only 50 came to
the biggest meeting. This
meeting was the one for
the nominations of candidates
for class beauty
and class favorite. Several ,,. members at this
meeting
also suggested
ways to raise funds for the
class, but none have come
around to help out. If we
have a
good float, or
get recognition for
any
work, it will be the work of
the officers and a few interested students.
Question: What is your
opinion on the work of your
fellow officers?
Answer:
My
fellow
officers are very enthusiastic, and are willing to do
whatever they are asked to
do.
I am glad that they
are around, and that they
are such good workers.
Question:
What is the
power of the Junior Class?
Answer:
The power of
the Junior Class is rep resentation in the SGA.
Question: Do you believe that the Junior Class
should have more power?
Answer: With no more
participation than at pre sent, it would be ridiculous
for the class to have more
power.
Question: What are some
of your desires for the Junior Class?
Answer: I would like for
the class to participate in
homecoming more and to
build a float to compete
against the other classes. I would also like for
the class to participate in
more worthwhile projects
like the Cerebal
Palsy .
Drive.
I think the class
should be represented in all
phases of campus life.
Question: Does the Junior Cli:Jss have a faculty
adviser?
Answer:
As far as I

know, we do not.
Question: What is your
personal role as SGA representative?
Answer:
I am trying
to represent the Junior
Class at the
meetings.
As a representative for
the class, I
am always
open to new ideas and to
problems that face
the
students.
I am
willing
to discuss possible sol. utions to the problems with
them.

Hollo way
For information on the
Sophomore
Class,
the
Chanticleer int l _ -· iewed
President John Holloway,
sophomore from Alexander
City, Alabama.
Chanticleer: How many
meetings have the sophomores had
so far this
year? What was your attendance and how many
sophomores are there in
school?
Holloway: There have
been four regular meetings and two executive
meetings. In our regular
meetings there has been an
aver a ge
attendance of
about 45 students. There
are, roughly 1200 stu dents enrolled in the Sophomore Class. The number of students attending

has not been so good, but
we've had real good response from those that have
shown up. In fact, I'd say
we have more enthusiasm
than any other class on
campus.
Chanticleer: Would you
venture a guess as to why
there hasn't been a larger
attendance than you've received thus far?
Holloway: Well, I really don't know. However,
I do feel that a lot of it
has ' something to do with
student apathy. We've been
getting the word out at the
earliest date possible and
we've
even got a committee that puts out posters for the meetings. Even
the vice president of the
class has missed at least
three of the general meetings, and I know that he
has known about a majority of the meetings--if not
all of them.
Chanticleer: What have
been the major accomp lishments of the Sopha more Class so far this
year ?
Holloway: In my opinion
the major
accomplish - '
ments
have been our
money - making venture
and our class elections.
The class has set up a
Coke - concession stand
and held elections schoolwide.
Chanticleer:
What is

the importance of having
class elections?
Holloway: We hold them
because the Mimosa Staff
requests that we hold them.
C!~anticleer: What would
you say is the reasoning
behind it?
Halloway: It gives students a chance to receive
recognition, and has something to do with tradition.
Chanticleer: What power does the
Sophomore
Class have?
Holloway: We hold what
power there is within the
bounds of the SGA Con stitution and within the
bounds of the administration. This includes many
school activities and civicminded projects. It also
goes back to the individuals
who make up the class and
the enthusiasm they have.
Chanticleer:
Do you
feel that the sophomores
use their power effectively?
Holloway: Ye s , without .
a doubt, we use our· power
in the areas which
are
brought to our attention,
very effectively. Of
course, we can only act .
on what is brought before
us .
Chanticleer:
Do you
feel that classes should
have more power?
Holloway: We f o 11 ow
· (See PREXIES, Page 8)

A Student View Of The S'!nate
To find out about SGA
responsiveness to stu dents, the Chanticleer interviewed Doug Bevis.
Chanticleer: Is the SGA
very effective in answering
student demands? De mands meaning
student
needs .
Bevis:
No, the
SGA
cannot be expected to be
effective until it is sup ported by the
students.
Only very recently has
some support come about
for the SGA due to the efforts of a bunch of motivated students that recognize some changes which
would possibly be beneficial to JSU. Most stu dents don't
realize that
they are members of the
SGA, that they are encour..:
aged to attend the SGA
meetings and add to the
discussions and possibly
"check - up" on their representatives.
Chanticleer: Could you
summarize all of the im portant
student
needs
which have been accomplished through the SGA?
Bevis:
"I
feel that
most of the gains that have
come about due to SGA
actions have been trivial.
The most important student need is an authoritive
voice in some of the af fairs of this university.
We seem to be in the pro ces5
of acquiring this
voice, altho~gh more stu-

dent
participation
and
support for the SGA is in
order hefore that voice
will have any volume. We,
as students, seem to be come polarized among
ourselves over very basic
improvements to help the
university.
The
SGA
should serve two main
functions (1) conduct the
day - to - day business involving the students, and
(2)
present a
unified
front for the students in
dealings with the administration on matters that the
students have a legitimate
and reasonable interest
in --such as the naming
of buildings, the content of
~ts newspaper, and to some
extent, the rules that govern the students.
Chanticleer: As a member of the SGA, would you
say that it utilizes all of
its power? Whyorwhynot?
Bevis: Yes, that, is the
SGA uses all of the power
it has at this time. Its
"power" will
increase
proportionally with
the
added support of more
students. And, at pre sent, the main "power"
of the SGA
is one of a
suggestive
nature, other
than that of handling the
ordinary business of the
students.
Chanticleer: As a member of the SGA, would you
say that the SGA
has
enough power? What more

would you like to have?
Bevis: No, not enough
power.
But one should
consider that as a senior
senator, I was elected by
approximately 7 5 pea ple . . . and there are
several
other senators
just like myself. • Again,
the "power" will
come
when the students of JSU
get - it - together and begin to care about what is
going on. It is a . shame
that here at Jacksonville,
when you do care about
the university and possibly
try to institute some changes, you are immediately
. associated with "radi cals." My wholesome ness has been
publicly
questioned due to some of
·my recent actions. I have
recognized some changes
that I feel would be beneficial to JSU and I am
trying to see these changes
come about, and if being
concerned makes me a radical - - then call me a
radical - - I don't feel that
I am one.
Chanticleer: Is the ad. ministration responsive to
the SGA?
Bevis:
Each day thE
students, through the SGA,
present a more unified
front with specific, reasonable requests. The administration appears to
recognize this and have
(See BEVIS, Page 8)
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"Jax State Is Ready"

HC/'70

HOMECOMING 1970
JSU RULES FOR FLOATS
1.
All
entries for
float competition should
be submitted to the Alumni Office (top floor, SC
Bldg.) byNov.13.
2. Entries must consist
of the following information:
A. Names of class or
organization.
B. Name, address, and
phone number of the class
or organization pres ident.
C. Name, address, and
phone number of the float
commhtee chairman.
D. Location of float
construction (be specific).
E. Rough, general idea
of the float.
3. All entries in the
parade, including floats,
will conform to the safety
rules as outlined by the
parade marshal, and the
parade safety officer.
4. No entry in the parade may exceed 14 feet in
height, and 10 feet in width.
5. No entries for float
competition will be ac cepted after noon, Friday, Nov. 13.
6.
A final plan, and
general description must
be submitted to the Alumni Office, by noon, Thursday, Nov. 19. This must
be accurate, for it will be
used in judging.
7. Floats will be judged
on two points:
A. Originality of ap plication to the home coming theme.
B. Workmanship.

8. The theme for homecoming 1970 is: "Lay It
On The Lions".
Floats
should be based on this
theme.
9. Small vehicle competition:
Small vehicle
competition will consist of
anything as small as a
pick - up truck or smaller. Entries should con sist of:
A. Name of organization.
B. Person responsible
for
entry, his address,
and phone number.
C. Driver's name and
ph9ne number.
Entries should be submitted to Alumni Office
by noon, Nov. 13, and plainly marked "Small Vehicle
Competition." Judging will
be on the basis of originality, and the prize will be
$20.
10.
Prizes for
float
competition:
A.
1st Place
Float,
$40.
B.
2nd Place Float,
$25.
C.
3rd Place Float,
$10.
1970HOMECOMING
PARADE
1. The Jacksonville State
Homecoming Parade will
begin atl0:30a.m.,Nov.21,
at the intersection of North
Pelham Road and Vann
Street. It will be formed
on Pelham Road between
Eighty Oaks Street and
Vann Street. The parade
route will be sealed off
at 10 a.m.
2. Assembly. Detailed

order of march will be
issued to each march unit
prior to the parade.
All parade
units except the cadet brigade are
requested to
utilize the
C h u r ch Street access
routes to the parade assembly area. A reconnaissance of the route and an
early start to the assembly area are suggested.
Please DO NOT ap proach the assembly area
other than from the access
route.
The parade will be led by
the Jacksonville City Po lice followed by the Jacksonville State University
Band
and homecoming
queen. All other units will
be placed according to their
positions in the official order of march.
Every effort will be made
by the parade marshal to
k.eep the parade units
mixed proportionately.
3. Route.
NOTE
that the paraae
will not break up until after
it has
passed by Mason
Hall. Marching units and
bands should make efforts
to conserve their strength
to insure they pass the
judges stand in good order. The judges stand will
be located across from
Jacksonville High School.
4. Arrival times will
be as follows:
Floats,
9:00; cars, 9:30; bands,
9:45;
ROTC Bde, 10:15.
5.
Dispersal
points.
All cars will pass Ma son Hall and turn right on
Alan Taylor Street.
Bands will pass Weatherly Hall and turn right on
Russell Street and disperse in the parking lot behind Weatherly Hall.
-Floats will turn into
faculty parking lot in front
of Bibb Graves Hall and
·proceed to park on the
lawn of Bibb Graves.

Monda
APATHY

from page 4

Another problem
has
arisen with the failure of
the Senate to adopt suit able legislation to per form its powers. A good
example of this inadequacy
is the "insurance" resolution.
Article III, Sec tion 5, Clause D of the
Constitution, or the "insurance" clause, gives the
Senate power over solicitation on campus. At the
Oct. 19 meeting, a resolution covering all phases of .
the power was submitted
for Senate approval. A
long discussion followed as
several Senate members
tried to point out loop holes in the resolution. The
Senat~ passed it over their
protest.
The members
then tried to amend the
resolution and failed. Minutes later, an organiza:
tion sought permission to
solicit under the new law.
The applicants could not
be given permission unde·r
the resolution, so the resolution was withdrawn and
referred back to com mittee.
The powers of
the Senate were, in this
instance, not exerted until
Oct. 26, 1970.
President Salter
has
tried to make the Senate
more efficient by the appointment of approximately 17 standing commit tees. The success of this
venture will depend on the
willingness of the senators
appointed to work. At present it is too early to determine any committee's true
effectiveness.
There is a small faction in the Senate who represent their constituents
ably. President Salter put
the number at around 17.
Another person stated that
the rest of the body seems
to be content with being

Film Schedule
The Jacksonville State
University Film Society1
has announced its 1970 71 film schedule. The 17
movies, for members only,
will
be shown ever y
Wednesday night (beginning Oct. 28) at 7 p.m.
in the Roundhouse. Membership dues are $3 single or $5 for married
couples.
For additional
information or membership contact William Uzzle, George Strange, or
Sue Palmer - - English
Department,
Hammond
Hall. Following is a list of
the movies.
High Noon, A Place In
The Sun~ Ro?1-a~ _H_?lida!',
All the King's Men,
To
Kill A . Mockingbird, The
Ox Bow Incident, Me and
the 'Colonel, On the Waterfront, Destroy Rides
Again.
Cyrano
De Bergerac,
The Treasurer of the Sierra Madre,
Lili,
Kind
Hearts and Coronets, The
Philadelphia Story, Death
of A Salesman, The Lady
Vanishes, From Here to
Eternity.
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Senate members and it
seems that the remainder
of the Senate is content
to just sit around and
enjoy free steak dinners
and trips to ball games.
One Senate member recently said that the Senate
is like a big mob. "We
meet and don't get much
done." He went on to say
that it has been that way
since he started to school
four years ago. The pity of
the whole situation is that
the "SGA Comedy Hour"
will continue its weekly
performance until such
time as the students consolidate their demands for
a more effective Senate.

ACCOUNTING CLiJ9
ADDING THINGS UP
Did anyone know the
Accounting Club has been
having meetings every
Wednesday night lately?
Some of their meetings
were in Merrill Building
at first.
Now they have
moved their meeting place
to the Student Commons
Building, preferably Chat
'em Inn.
They are beginning to get
things rolling with plans
tu have a float at homecoming. They also are going · to make a trip to Atlanta to see the Atlanta
Falcons play the Los Angeles Rams on Nov. 22. In
addition a banquet in December is planned.
The requirements for
being in the Accounting
Club are to be a major or
minor in accounting; to be
taking accounting 392. Students of this
category
cannot vote. To be a full
member, a student must be
taking a higher accounting course other than 472,
:a 1.0 overall, and a 1.5 in
accounting. The dues are
only $2.50 for a semester
or $4 for two semesters.

Art Guild Looking
Toward Christmas
In
anticipation of the
for th coming Christmas
sale of student art, students interested ... in submitting their own works of
art for sale may consult
the university's art de partment for detailed in formation.

Hello BAD FINGER
One of the
groups
signed to Britain's big gest independent record
label - - the 12 - milliondiscs - a - year
Apple
company - - the Iveys have
changed their name
to
Badfinger.
To mark their 1970
change
of face,
the
group has just released a
new single, the Paul Mc-

Cart n e y
composition,
"Come And Get ' It" which
is used as a theme song
in the film ''The Magic
Christian", starring Peter Sellers and Ringo Starr.
Badfinger started as a
local attraction around
Swansea dance halls and
clubs and later came to
London as backing group
for David Garrick.

They are __prolific songwriters " but regard themselves as their sternest
critics and tend to shelve
a new number almost as
soon as it's written.
This is only the second
record from Badfinger ...
their first, their own song
"Maybe Tomorrow", was a
big seller in America and
around Europe.

The student sale, an annual calendar event is in its
second year of sponsor ship by the JSU Art Guild,
according to Linda Robinson, president of the
guild. In the past items
for sale have included oil
paintings, prints, craft
works, and ceramic pieces.
"We wanted to inform
the students as soon as all
final arrangements were
completed," Mrs. Robinson added, "so that those
wanting to participate could
make preparations early."
The sale will again be
held in the Roundhouse
taking place Nov. 30 Dec. 2.
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Pony -Car Explosion
by Kent Anderson, CHANTICLEER Sports Editor
wood now
abound
and
In 1964 the Ford Motor
such offerings as the CougCompany introduce d the
ar XR 7, the Firebird EsMust a ng,
an economy
pirit, and the
Mustang
sports package that w_a s
Grande are small Lin aimed at the market which
coins Grand Prix' s and
wanted a sports car, but
T' Bir'ds. Air conditioning,
could only afford a compower
everything,
and
pact.
This car began a
multiflex stereo are comtrend that has had a lastmon options.
ing effect upon the lasting
It
would seem logical
ing effect upon the autothat since Jacksonville is a
motive habits of the col middle class college as
lege students everywhere.
opposed to the more expen The pony car story was
sive private schools, the
begun.
pony car explosion has
The pony car was sometaken its toll here. On a
thing entirely new as it
survey conducted at ranopened the sports car field
dom times in all of the
up to those who needed a
u n iv er sit y 's parking
back seat and a reasonareas some estimation of
able price tag. This whole
the p~ny__Er ~ituation has
formula
smelled of colbeen established.
lege students. Formerly
During an average class
two types of students h.ad
period there are 92 Musowned sports cars. One
tangs on campus com was the rich playboy who
posing
57 .5%
of the
drove his
Jaguar
or
average pony car populaCorvette to class at Hartion. The early jump which
vard or Yale. Type two
the Mustang's introduc was
the
Spartan upper
tion accomplished is shown
middle classer who drove
by these figures.
Camhis open MG roadster with
ero average 39 cars on
the top down in sub - zero
campus, taking up 23.4%
climate.
Neither creatof the local market. (All
ed a noticeable element
figures used here are surof the college population.
vey results, since regThen in 1964 the cogs
istration records do not
of
progress and mass
denote model names.)
production began to turn
Camera's cousin, Fireand the shiny, relatively
bird, has 6% of the local
inexpensive
Mustang
following, along with Cougemerged. Soon after the
ar who holds 6,5%, Bar Chrysler Corporation inr a cud a and Challenger
troduced the Barracuda, a
have
approximately 3%
fast - back Valiar1t at
and 1.5% respectively.
first. These early pony
Javelin, a
well - ·styled
cars had few luxury opcar, has only .8% of the
tions and few performlocal sampling not indicaance engine lines.
tive of its appearance but
By 1967 everyone wantof AM's sales lately.
ed to get in on the boom The pony car movement
ing market,
Ford was_
has completely revamped
capturfog .the - nation by
the system of automotive
storm.
Chevrolet and
marketing. Old salesmen
Pontiac simultaneously inwho knew nothing of sporty
troduced the Camero and
machinery at one time have
Firebird, both based on
been forced to learn "synthe same body shell and
c roe d
4 - speed" and
compact frames. These
"post - traction,"
the
cars brought with them the
total
youth image
of
big mills that gave the
autos can be traced to
pony cars gallop. Chevy
this basic. The cars that
ranged up to 396 inches
started the sports moveand Pontiac 400. Ford
ment on our soil, Cor quickly upped to 390 and
vette, T' Bird, and Avanti
Chrysler went to 383 and
have (all but one) disultimately 426. This openappeared.
The new afed a performa::ice market
fluency has kept the fibercomparable to the muscle
glass Corvette alive, but in
cars (Chevy 55, Olds 442,
low numbers (an average of
Ford Torino, etc.)field and
3.5 an hour on campus)
pony cars began to rule the
due to high cost of pur drag strips and
young
chase and insurance. The
hearts everywhere.
pony car is cheaper to buy,
cheaper
to repair, and
By
1971 pony
cars
cheaper
to
insure, although
were changing. Mercury's
this
is
becoming
a pro Cougar was going luxury.
blem.
Chevy and Pontiac were
The final aspect of the
offering three separate
pony
car is its future. One
lines (as
was
Ford).
pony car is its future. Can
Dodge had introduced the
it withstand
the milili's?
Challenger a year hence,
The Pinto, the Gremlin,
and American Motors had
and the Vega are all bidding
combined its Javelin with
for
the youth market which
the old 2 - seat AMX.
VW has habbed already.
The market was no longer
How many Mustangs will
easy to corner.
turn up Mavericks and
By 1971 standards some
Pintos?
Only time and
of
the early pony cars
the unpredictable Amerwere Spartan. Leather a~d
ican consumer can tell.

1

The rock culture of the young generation explodes in vibrating sounds on a new monthly
public television special "DOWNUNDER" on the Alabama ETV 'letwork. Groups such as
Hydra (iead singer pictured above), the Holt Lock and Dam, Daze of the Weak, Perpetual Moti O n, and fold guitarist Dusty LeMont join host Courtney Haden in two half hour segments on
Nov. . 2 and 3 at 10 p.m. on the local ETV channel.

SELMAN from page 4
delegation was
received
courteously at all times
and without exception given
a full hearing on the matter in question.
CHANTICLEER:
Was
there ever a time when the
ad ministration
was not
consistent in its answers?
Dr. Selman: No, not in
my presence.
CHANTICLEER:
Dr.
Selman, there have been
many complaints about the
administration isn't responsive to student needs.
Some even go so far as to
say that the administration does not even listen to
the
students. Could you
give some reasons as to
why this feeling is evident
in some of our students?
Dr. Selman: I have no
explanation as to why some
students
feel that the
administration is not responsive to student needs,
if some indeed feel this
way. To my knowledge the
office of Dr. Cole, Dean
Montgomery, and every instructor at the university
is open to students who
wish to come in and talk
about their problems. It
is doubtless true that the
problems of all students
cannot always be solved in
the way the students would
like for them to be solved,
but I believe that every
student can get a fair hearing on anything concerning
student or university af -fairs in any office connected with the university.
CHANTICLEER:
What
is
your own personal
evaluation of how well the
administration meets student demands - - demands
meaning needs, desires,
and proposals?
Or. Selman: This is very
hard to answer. For one

thing, it is diffic•__.lt to
actually know what are the
overall desire·s of the entire student body. I feel
that at Jacksonville any
reasonable student pro posal will surely receive a
fair hearing because in my
opinion the administration
certainly wishes to be responsive to student needs,
desires, etc.
Of course, the administration is made responsible
by the Board of Trustees
for the operation of the
university and cannot relinquish this responsibility
to the students or anyone
else. The students, on their
part, have the respon - ·

sibility for staying within
the rules and regulations
which enable the orderly
process of education to go
on.
Both have essential
roles to perform if the objectives of the university to
teach and the students to
learn are to be achieved.
CHANTICLEER:
Dr.
Selman, what is your present position at Jacksonville? How wer~ you affiliated with the SGA?
Dr. Selman: I am pro fessor of political science
and chairman of the de partment. I was faculty
adviser to the SGA from
1965-70.

A Victim Of Distance
by Jim Harrington, CHANTICLEER Staff
breeze. You can hear the
The campus seems a
band practicing some strangely quiet place in the
where off in the distance
late afternoon, especially
but the drum's cadence
in the fall. The noise and
seems somehow sad withexuberance that mark the
out the cheer of the crowd
earlier part of the day are
· to give it meaning. Even
gone, leaving
everyone
the
resident pack of
in his own little shell of
scavenging dogs appears
in tr o s p e ct. Everything
to have dispersed into the
seems
to have slowed
cover of the night.
down, grinding almost to a
The distance between
silent stop.
everyone
seems
to
People passing on the
lengthen with the even sidewalk are less likely
ing's shadows until nightto greet one another as
fall is tugging at
your
they would have at noon sleeve telling you that it is
time. The lights from the
time to go home.
But
academic' buildings seem
you can't go home, because
to glare out at you like
home is too far a way. Home
campfires and the voices
is much too far away.
leaking from the windows
fly away in the chilly fall

THESE ARE FILLERS
The Senior Class met in
the Roundhouse and
six
people were present.
The Junior Class held a

meeting Wednesday night,
Oct. 22, in 203 BG with
only three people present.
The meeting
was re scheduled for a later date.
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Gubernawrial ·c andidates Await' Election Tomorrow
Gubernatorial election time is upon us again, Alabamians, and once again
familiar
faces,
names
and slogans pervade our
m_edia. Once again George
Corley Wallace rears his
head from the
dubious
''anonymity" of four years
of joblessness . Competing
with Wallace for title to
the Governor's Mansion
are five
candidates - four party affiliates and
one independent. Only two
of these candidates pose
any threat to the former
governor, and their threat
is significant. Assuming
the existence of a "left wing" in Alabama politics,
John Cashin could most
closely be associated with
that liberal role. Cashin is the candidate for
the ·National Democratic
Party of Alab_ama.
Our
next
major
~ontender,
A. c. Shelton could be
most accurately
des cribe·d as a self - pro - ·
claimed moderate. Wal lace is left with a comfortable seat atop the broad,

I

s trong right wing of Alabama politics for the flight
that ends with the general
election for governor on
Tuesday, Nov. 3.
George
Wallace is a
name that is, to say the
least, familiar to Ala bama voters . As a form'er governor, former governor' - - husband,
and
constant outspoken critic
of any liberal trend in
Alabama,
Wallace en joys a deep seated support
from most of the conser vatives of the state. As
a veteran of two mildly
s u c c e s s ful Presidential
c a n di d a c i e s, he brings
home to Alabama an ap preciation of issues on a
national level, and an everstronger
conviction to wards conservatism.
Wallace
gained
his
spot on the Nov. 3 ticket
as the Alabama Democratic Party
candidate by
defeating his former protoge, Gov. Albert Brewer in a close Democra tic Primary.
Wallace's
campaign is based largely upon states' rights, tax
reform, and expanded in-

dustry.

He ha s promised,

if elected, to stop the bus-

sing of school children to
achieve racial bal ance. He
h as also promised to ease
the tax burden on the small
taxpayer through various
tax reform programs.
Wallace's
appeal is
largely
to the grass roots, blue - collar crowd
who agree with his conservative, s e g regationalist
views. Most of his votes
are expected to come from
this section of the electorate and it is at this group
that most of his speeches
are aimed.
A. C.
Shelton
is a
7 5 - year - old independent candidate who hopes to
win votes by basing his
campaign on moderacy. A forme;r state senator U!)der
the Folsom, Patterson, and
Wallace administrations,
Shelton claims an experience in state government
that seems justified. Shelton tries to guide his can didacy down the middle of
the road, placing himself
squarely between Wallace
and Cashin whom he refers to as "two political

Ragland On Shirley

by Harold Ragland,

CHANTICLEER Staff
A reluctant ovation plus
a curt encore hailed the
final notes of Don Shirley and his ensemble as
they officially opened the
community concert series
in the auditorium of the
Commons on Oct. 19.
Performing from an unannounced
selection of
songs that covered all
areas of the American
culture interspersed with
music from Europe, we can
see the logic for presenting Shirley as the auspicious choice for the gala
opening.
Included in the first selections. Shirley offered
the following
works of
art:
"Blowin'
in the
Wind," "By The Time I
Get to Phoenix,"
and a
"Trilogy."
Shirley, at the end of the
first section, in a plumed
manner,
spoke extemporaneously on his musical theories which served
to cast the basically lay- '
men audience into utter
disarray.
He explained that his
performance
would be
characterized by the music
which has captured the
American spirit and attitude.
The noted artist further
stated that his program
would not be cluttered with
musical words that few
laymen understood and
most musicians could not
apply.
Although his hauty attitude watered the effect
of his welcomed iQstructions, we commend Shirley

for explaining his selections to an audience that
was visibly lost on the
first note played for the
evening.
The concert
audience
responded with a touch of
respectful listening, al though it was clearly shown
that he had struck the
nerves of a few would be musical know - it - alls.
Obviously coming from
less
educated women,
the audien~e was treated
to a few ostentatious gig gles and a round of dram atic gas pings.
In keeping with
last
year's performances, the
intermission
was again
seriously abused by fro licky persons who insisted
on turning the Common's
auditorium into a church
social. For those who enjoy the folksy atmos phere, the foyer is pro vided for
displaying of
proper social contact.
The Commun,i-ty Concert
Association is to be commended for exposing this
academic community to the ,
major
portions of the
musical desserts during
the year. We long for the
day when this university
will be able to lead in this
very delicate area.
While the quality of the
entire performance was
exceptionally high,
the
second section which pro duced the famous song
"Alfie" brought out the
flawless interpretation and
persuasive mastery that
only Shirley was made to
execute.
There are a few pian ists who command a tone of

his flexibility and suavity, whose technical and
assurance permit them to
be both elegant and meaningful.
Shirley has agile and
precise fingers, but most of
all, he has a great deal of
musical soul that cannot be
acquired at the keyboards
of any mater.
One day the musically
imprisoned minds of this
community will be able to
appreciate his
artistic
competence and versatility.

I.H. Hosts Tea
The annual United Nations Day Tea and Open
House was held at the International House on Sunday, Oct. 25, from 3 - 5
o'clock. The entire In ternational House was open
for inspection to the estimated 450 to 500 people
who took advantage of the
opportunity of seeing the
Zoo first hand.
Previously,
the open
house festivities were conducted by the Board of
Trustees of the International Endowment Founda tion. This year, the students
involved in the
program served as the official hosts and hostesses .
An open house was held
for the students of · the
• university on Wednesday,
Oct. 28 from 7 - 9 p.m.
At that time, the students
of Jax State were given the
opportunity to dispel some
of their conceptions of the
"animals" in the Zoo.

racists. ' '
Cashin is expected to
A. C. Shelton' s ple a is
• claim a sizeable chunk of
for better business pro cedures on the pa rt of state · · the black vote because of
his natural antL - racist
government . He advocates
sentiments.
more responsible control
C a shin promises, if
of state money and a more
elected, to reform the tax
honest prosecution of state
structure in a
way that
affairs. He also promiswould cause industry to
es to fly the
American
c arry a larger share of .
Flag from atop the State
the tax burden than it now
Capitol if elected.
does. Cashin regards WalShelton claims that Wallace as the major threat
lace seeks the governor' s
to Alabama and considers
chair to use as a power
Wallace's tactics to be
base for the 1972 P resobsolete.
Cashin is an
idential campaign.
experienc~d politician and
Shelton's is a low - key,
is considered to be a siglow - budget campaign
nificant threat to Wallace' s
largely consisting of perlong - standing power.
sonal appearances
and
~he 1970 gubernatorial
speeches .
election shapes up to be an
Dr. John Cashin occupies
interesting one.
Never
the position to the left of
the
Alabama political
'hefore has the Democratic
scene along side Shel nominee had to campaign
ton and Wallace.
Cashso vigorously. Never bein, who is affiliated with
fore has a Negro candi the National Democratic
date run for
governor.
Party of Alabama, is the
E du c ated predictions
first Negro in Alabama
are in favor of Wallace, but
nobody, including Wallace,
history ever to run for
expects a walkaway this
governor.
Considered a
November 3, 1970.
liberal in most aspects,
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the constitution voted on by
the students. Therefore,
we hold what power they
want us to hold and l'dhave
to say that we have enough
power.

W oGten
Chanticleer interviewed
Bill
Wooten,
freshman
class president, for his
views on class govern ment. Bill is a political
science major from Bir mingham and is a member
of Delta Chi Fraternity.
Chanticleer: How often
do you have your meetings?
Wooten~
Well,
we've
only had one successful
meeting. We're going to
have a date set and we're
going to start having them
every two weeks.
Chanticleer Do you know
how many people are in the
freshman class?
Wooten: 2000.
Chanticleer: How many
did you have at that meeting?
Wooten: Well, at that
meeting which actually was
at a bad time I had ap proximately 175 people.
The freshman class real ly wants to work around
here.
I can tell that by
the atmosphere .
Chanticleer:
What do
you think is
the pur pose of a class government?
Wooten: The purpose of
a class government is to
bring that
class closer
to the academic founda tions of the school. A lot
of the students don't know
they can have academic
counseling, grants,
and
things like that.
I think
that the students really
need to get involved with
the SGA and their class

to know what they will
do that will help them in
their studies in the long
run.
Chanticleer~
Do you
think the freshman class
government accomplishes its purposes?
Wooten: I don't really know, we're so short in
the year. I'm sure that with
cooperation it
will accomplish its purpose. As
of now I have no idea.
Chanticleer: What power do you think the class
has?
Wooten: Well, actually,
the powers are limited
withinthe class. They can
only make the class so good
as they, as students, make
it.
Ch ant icleer: Through_
whom does the class work
for approval of projects?
Wooten: The SGA.
Chanticleer:
Do you.think that your class uses
its full potential of power?
Wooten: No, we haven't
yet, but I'm sure we will.
Chanticleer: How much
power do you think you
should have?
Wooten: One class in-itself should not have power to change policies. It
depends on the policy. I
don't agree with class power. I believe .in student
power more than in organization power. _
from page 5
BE VIS
recently invited more student requests. I feel that
in the near future, the administration will need to
entertain the requests. of
many students to remove
some of tl:ie strict rules
that are presently on the
female students. Also, the
ROTC issue will probably
gain support until it is
changed.

